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Narrenwind's third album gives an account of Volkhv's journey through the worlds and the times.
The journey which commenced with a plaintive melody and soft beating of the drum.
Suddenly, the singing and the beating all grew stronger and in the song Volkhv heard all the
sounds he had ever heard before - and more of them. And he saw all the things he had ever
seen before - and more of them. And he also saw his Guardian Spirit, in the shape of a Dragon,
appearing to come.
All these things he saw and he heard simultaneously over his head, behind him, at his feet, in
front of him. And then it all ceased. And then he was lying, neither exhausted, nor relaxed, trying
to utter the concluding spells.
There are many journeys and many trails. Long and short. Easy and difficult. Hidden and plainopen. Since its inception, Narrenwind has always been following the exciting journey of
discovery, guided by nothing but the intuition and honesty alone.
And so the journey continues — this time documented by the 7 tracks kept in the adventurous,
wandering spirit inspired by the '70s progrock.

CONTACT:
info@wheelwright.productions
https://www.facebook.com/narrenwind
http://www.wheelwright.productions/
LINEUP:
Klimørh – lyrics*, vocals
Ævil – music*
TRACKLIST:
1. BOAT THAT TAKES YOU AWAY
2. NO ONE TO HEAR, NO ONE TO SEE
3. COMPREHEND THE DARK IN YOURSELF
4. DRINK THE WINE, WATCH THEM DIE
5. D.R.A.G.O.N.
6. MADE OF MIRAGE
7. GHOST RIDERS IN THE SKY
*"Ghost Riders in the Sky" written by STAN JONES
CREDITS:
Mix - WHEELWRIGHT PRODUCTIONS
Mastering - BRAD BOATRIGHT @ AUDIO SIEGE
Layout and design - WHEELWRIGHT PRODUCTIONS
NARRENWIND logo - IHASAN ART.
Listen on YouTube:
https://youtu.be/ClPf9TtAYfg

